Abstract. We prove several criteria for quasi-isometry between non-locally-finite graphs and their structure trees. Results of MOLLER in [11] for locally finite and transitive graphs are generalized. We also give a criterion in terms of correspondence between the ends of the graph and the ends of the structure tree.
Introduction
Quasi-isometry on graphs is a weakened form of isomorphism. Graphs which are quasi-isometric to each other have the same global structure but may have local differences. The main property of quasi-isometries is that a set has finite diameter if and only if its image has finite diameter, see Lemma 12 in Section 7.
In [5] and [6] GROMOV used the concept of quasi-isometry in the context of structural properties of infinite groups.
Usually a graph X is said to be almost transitive if its automorphism group Aut(X) has only finitely many orbits on the set of vertices VX. Let dx be the natural metric on X and let
B(x,r) = {y ~ VX I dx(x, y) < r}
be the ball (more precise dx-ball or closed dx-ball) with centre x and radius r. In Section 10 we call a graph almost transitive if there is a vertex x and a ball B (x, r) such that U gB(x, r) VX.
geAut(X)
This ball is then called covering ball. In locally finite graphs these two definitions are equivalent but in non-locally-finite graphs the latter approach is more general. A connected graph has infinite diameter if and only if it contains a ray of infinite diameter or a so-called star ball, confer Section 2 in [9] . The existence of structure trees, an axiomatic definition can be found in Section 2, was proved by DUNWOODY in [4] where he also generalized results of STALLINGS in [15] . Graphs which are not almost transitive or contain a star ball cannot be quasi-isometric to a structure 1991 
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tree. Let X be an almost transitive graph which does not contain a star ball. Then we characterize pairs of graphs and their structure trees which are quasi-isometric to each other in terms of correspondence between their spaces of ends, see Section 4 and Theorem 4 in Section 11. Theorem 3 in Section 8 and Theorem 5 in Section 12 are generalizations of results of MOLLER in [11] .
Basic definitions and structure trees
Throughout this article let X = (VX, EX) be a connected, undirected graph without loops or multiple edges. The set VX of all vertices consists of VX L, the set of vertices with finite degree, and the set of vertices with infinite degree which we denote by VX ~. Let e be a set of vertices in VX. We write e* for the complement VX\e of e and diamx e for the diameter of e with respect to the natural graph metric dx on X. Let x and y be vertices in VX. Apath of length n from x to y is a set of vertices {zo ----x,zl ..... Zn = y} such that zi is adjacent to zi+l for 0 < i < n -1. The path is geodesic if its length n is dx(x, y).
The set e of vertices is called connected if any two vertices in e can be connected by a path that does not leave e.
The vertex-boundary Oe of e is the set of vertices in e* which are adjacent to a vertex in e. IOe : Oe* is called inner vertex-boundary of e. The edge-boundary 6e of e is defined as the set of edges connecting vertices in e with vertices in e*. A non-empty set of vertices e is a cut (more precisely an edge-cut) if 3e is finite. For n = 13el we also call e an n-cut. If both e and e* are connected the cut e is said to be tight. Definition 1. A set E of cuts in X is called a tree set, if it satisfies the following three axioms.
(S 1) For all pairs of cuts e and f in E, one of the following inclusions holds: eC f, eC f*, e*C f or e* C f*.
($2) For any two cuts e and f in E there exist only finitely many cuts d in E such thatecdc f.
($3) Neither 0 nor VX are elements of E.
The tree set E is called undirected if ($4) e is an element of E if and only if e* is an element of E.
An undirected tree set that consists only of tight n-cuts for some fixed integer n is called a tight tree set. We call an edge-cut e non-trivial, if both e and e* are infinite. Non-trivial and tight edge-cuts e for which Aut(X)e U Aut(X)e* is a tree set are called structure cuts. Such a tree set is called a structure tree set.
Note that instead of e C f*, e* C f and e* C f* we can write e n f = 13, e U f = VX and f C e, respectively.
Theorem 1. If a graph has a non-trivial cut then it also has a structure cut.
This important theorem was originally stated by DUNWOODY in [4] , Theorem 1.1. It is also an implication of a more general theorem in [2] . Definition 2. Let e and f be cuts in a tree set E. We say e points to f (notation e >> f), if f is a subset of e and there is no third cut d 6 E, such that f C d C e.
The ramifications that can be described by a tree set can always be represented by a tree which is called a cut tree. We want to give an axiomatic definition.
Definition 3.
A cut tree of a tree set E is a connected directed tree T = T(E), for which there exists a bijection b : E --+ ET with the following properties:
where o(p) is the origin and t(p) is the terminus of a directed edge p. If E is a structure tree set then T = T(E) is called a structure tree.
Note that (T1) an (T2) imply that e >> f is also equivalent to t(b(f*)) = o(b(e*)).
To avoid complicated notation we will not distinguish between a cut e in E and the corresponding edge b(e) in ET.
Theorem 2. To every undirected tree set E there exists a cut tree T = T ( E) which is unique up to isomorphism.
The existence of cut trees for a given tree set was proved in [3] , Theorem 2.1. Various examples of structure trees can be found in [12] , Section 2.3.
The following lemma is a generalization of a statement of DUNWOODY in [4] , 2.3. THOMASSEN [13] , Proposition 4.1 found a surprisingly simple proof by induction. Lemma 1. For every given natural number n and every edge p in a connected graph X there exist only finitely many tight n-cuts e such that p is element of the edge-boundary ~e.
Corollary 1. Every strictly decreasing sequence of tight n-cuts whose intersection is non-empty must be finite.
The edge-boundaries of the cuts in a tree set can be imagined as level lines of a topographic map or as pairwise disjoint Jordan curves in the plane, such that the two connected components in the complement of a curve correspond to cuts e and e*. A cut tree T can be interpreted in the following way: VT is the the set of connected components in the complement of the union of all these Jordan curves. Two vertices in VT are adjacent if and only if their boundaries are not disjoint.
Edge-ends
A ray is a sequence (Xn)ne~ of pairwise distinct vertices such that Xn is adjacent to xn+l for all n. We write RX for the set of all rays in X. A ray lies in a set e of vertices or is contained in e, if e contains all but finitely many elements of the ray. Sometimes we will use the terms contain and lie at the same time in the sense above as well as in the sense of set theoretic inclusion. A set e of vertices separates two sets of vertices or rays, if one of them lies in e and the other lies in e*. To obtain better properties of separation we will now extend the edge-equivalence to RX tO VX ~. This strategy was first adopted in the article [ 1 ] mentioned above.
Two elements of RX U VX ~ are called edge-equivalent if for every edge-cut e either both lie in e or both lie in e*. Again it is easy to see that this relation is an equivalence-relation. We call its equivalence-classes edge-ends or edge-ends of the second type. The terms to lie in and separate are used in the same sense as before.
The set of all ends lying in some set of vertices e is denoted by ~e. We usually write f2X instead of f2VX.
In every edge-end of the second type containing some ray, there lies an edge-end of the first type. But note that there also may exist ends of the second type consisting only of vertices. In [ 1] these ends are called improper ends.
By the same construction as in the first case we now obtain the edge-topology of the second type. It is normal, Lindel6ff and totally disconnected, see [9] .
Compactness can be deduced from the compactness of the edge-topology of the first type.
Vertex and end structure mapping
To describe the connections between a graph X and its structure trees T = T(E) we now want to define functions ~ : VX -+ VT and ~P : ~X -+ f2T. Another construction of ~b can be found in [2] . In [11] , Proposition 1 MOLLER constructed a bijection between the end spaces of two arbitrary locally finite quasi-isometric graphs which is similar to our function ~.
Definition 4. Let T = T(E)
be a cut tree of a graph X. A cut e in E points at some vertex x in VX (notation: e --+ x), if x is an element of e and there is no other cut which contains x and is a subset of e. Proof Since a tight tree set is undirected there must exist a cut el in E that contains x. By Corollary 1 every decreasing sequence (en)n>_l of cuts in E containing x must be finite. The last cut in such a sequence of maximal length must point at x.
Suppose that there are two cuts el and e2 in E, such that el ~ x, e2 --+ x and t(el) # t(e2). By Axiom S1 of the definition of a tree set we distinguish between four cases, el C e2, e2 C el and el N e2 = ~ would immediately imply a contradiction. If et U e2 = VX then there must exist some f c E such that e~ C f C e2 since t (el) # t (e2). If x c f then e2 does not point at x, if x does not lie in f then el does not point at x.
[]
Definition 5. Define q~ as the function VX ~ V T such that for any x ~ VX c~(x) = t(e)
for a cut e 6 E which points at x. We call 4~ the vertex structure mapping with respect to T.
By Lemma 3 the definition of the vertex structure mapping is well-defined since q~ (x) is independent of the choice of the cut e which points at x.
Definition 6.
In a similar way we now want to construct the end structure mapping : g2X ~ VT U f2T. For each co 6 f2X there are two cases.
1. For every cut e 6 E containing co there exists another cut f 6 E in which co is contained and for which e >> f. In this case any decreasing sequence of cuts in E containing co defines a unique end e c f2T and we set qb(co) = e. 2. The end co lies in some e c E but in no further cut in E which is contained in e. We set ~(co) = t(e). The uniqueness of t(e) can be seen by the same arguments that we used in the second part of the proof of Lemma 3.
Lemma 4. ([10], Lemma 2) For a tight cut tree T(E) the restriction of 9 to ~-1 (f2T) is bijective.

The action of Aut(X) on a structure tree
For a vertex x in VX and a structure tree set E we define
N(x) = {e 6 E l e--+ x}.
If g is an automorphism of X then we have
gN(x) = g{e ~ E I e -+ x} = {ge ~ E I e --+ x}.
Since the cut e points to x if and only if ge points to gx, this set is equal to
The images gq~-lq~(x) and ~b-lq~g(x) are the sets of all vertices pointed at by cuts in gN (x) or N(gx), respectively. We now define a function ~,T : dp(VX) --+ dp(VX), v ~-~ q~gq~-l(v).
By the above considerations we obtain
For all x c VX and v ~ ck(VX) we now have the following formulas
~I'Ck(X ) = ~bg(x).
Thus J is a well defined function which is induced in a natural way by the automorphism g of X.
Every tree is bipartite. For connected trees the classes of the corresponding bipartition of the set of vertices are uniquely defined. We call them classes of the bipartition of T.
If we assume that ck(VX) does not cover the whole set of vertices VT then r is one of the two classes of the bipartition of T. For any two q~-images q~(x) and q~(y) at distance 2 in T we can find cuts e and f in ET such that e ~ x, f ~ y, e* >> f and f* >> e. There also exist cuts with this property for the vertices g(x) and g(y)in VX. By 5.1 we now obtain dT(dp(x), dp(y)) = dT(dpg(x), dpg(y)) = dT(~T dp(X), J'dp(y)) = 2.
Since T is a tree this implies the following
Lemma 5. For all pairs of vertices x and y in VX
dl'(dp(x), dp(
The function ~T now can easily be extended to a bijective isometry on the whole set of vertices VT. This automorphism of T is denoted by g~'.
If ck(VX) = VT we can see by the same arguments that ~r itself is already an automorphism of T. In this case we define gT = ~'r.
The set
AutT(x) = {gT [ g ~ Aut(X)} of these functions acts transitively at least on the classes of the bipartition of T. It acts transitively on the whole structure tree if and only if there exist cuts in Aut(X)e as well as in Aut(X)e* that both point at some vertex x in VX.
To see that in the general case the function
is neither surjective nor injective we give the following example. Each permutation of VT\{v} corresponds to an automorphism of the tree T, whereas automorphisms of X must respect the structure of the cycle C4. Thus L is not surjective.
Automorphisms that have the same action on C4, but different action on the vertices of degree one in VX are all mapped to the same automorphism of T. This means that the operator L is not injective.
Lemma 6. For vertices v and w in cb(VX) and an automorphism g in
Proof By (5.1) gcp-l(v) = ~b-l(w) is equivalent to dp-lgW(v) = ~p-l(w).
Lemma 7. For any two vertices v and w lying in the same class of the bipartition of T we have
Proof If these ~b pre-images are non-empty there exists a gr c Aut r (X) for which gT(v) = w. The statement now is a consequence of gq~-I (v) = q~-l(w).
Regions
Definition 7. For a vertex v in a structure tree T we write N(v) for the set of all cuts e in ET with t(e) = v. We write N(v)* for the set of all cuts f for which f* is an element of N(v). The set
is called the region of v.
If q~-I (v) is nonempty and x E ~b -1 (v) then we set N(x) = N(v). Note that N(v)* = {e e E I o(e) --v}.
Lemma 8.
Proof It is clear that
Let x 6 0e for some e 6 N*(v). Either q~(x) = v or there is cut f E N*(v) which points at ~p(x). In the latter case x must lie in IOf because x is adjacent to a vertex in e and, since e and f point away from v, e M f = 0.
Lemma 9. For any two vertices v and w in the same class of the bipartition of T, diamx Reg(v) = diamx Reg(w).
Proof We can find an automorphism g e Aut(X) such that g(v) = w and
Proof Let e be a cut in the structure tree set E of the structure tree T and {x, y} 6 EX. By Lemma 1 there exist only finitely many cuts e E E which separate x from y. Since 3e is finite and Aut(X) has not more than two orbits on E there exists a number k such that the vertices of any edge {x, y} in the boundary of some cut e e E are separated by at most k cuts in E, which implies d~ (4,(x), 4~(Y)) _< ~.
Let e be a cut which points at v. Seen as edge in T the cut e is an ordered pair (w, v). Let {x, y} e 3e such that x lies in lOe and y lies in 0e. If we remove the edges e = (w, v) and e* = (v, w) from the tree T then ~p(y) lies in the same connected component as v, whereas cp(x) lies in another component. Thus every geodesic path from ~p(x) to ~b(y) must contain v. Since
dT(~(x), ~(y)) <_ k
for any edge {x, y} in any boundary of a cut which points at v we have 
We call ~p and ~p quasi-isometries. They are said to be quasi-inverse to each other. Quasi-isometry is an equivalence relation on the family of all graphs. Various examples of quasi-isometric graphs can be found in [9] , Example 6.
Bounded geometry is an invariant under quasi-isometry. For graphs with bounded geometry transience and recurrence of the simple random walk, amenability, growth and number of ends are properties which are invariant under quasi-isometry.
Quasi-isometries between non-locally-finite graphs can be extended continuously to the so-called metric end compactifcation such that its restriction on the space of ends is a homeomorphism, see [9] , Section 7.
B. KrSn
More informal one could say that quasi-isometries may change local structures as long as the differences between the graph and its image can be bounded uniformly. They preserve the global structure of graphs.
The following lemma describes an important property of quasi-isometries.
Lemma 12. Let (b : VX --+ V Y be a quasi-isometry and A a subset of VX. Then
diamx A < c~ <=> diamy r < ~x~.
A general criterion for r being a quasi-isometry
The following extends a result of MOLLER, Lemma 1 in [11] , from locally finite graphs to arbitrary graphs. To prove the theorem we have to show that q~ is a quasi-isometry if diamx Reg(v) is finite. First we construct a function ~ : VT --+ VX which will turn out to be a quasi-inverse of r If a vertex v in VT is not contained in r then let Rcg(v) be {w} for any vertex w in VT which is adjacent to v. Otherwise we set Reg(v) = {v}. Let ~(v) be an arbitrary element of r (Reg(v)). The function ~ is defined on the whole set of vertices VT. We have r = Reg(v) and dT(r v) < 1 for all v ~ VT which implies Axiom (Q4). To prove that r and ~ arc quasi-isometrics which are quasi-inverse to each other we check the remaining Axioms (Q 1) to (Q3). (Q1): If there is no cut e in E which separates two adjacent vertices x and y then q~(x) = r Otherwise for any e E E there must be an automorphism g ~ Aut(X) such that g({x, y}) is in the edge-boundary 3e. By Lemma 5 and since 3e is finite the distance d~, (r (x), r (y)) can only have finitely many values for adjacent vertices x and y. Thus the set {dw(r r I dx(x, y) = l} has a maximal element a. For any two vertices x and y in VX there is a path {X = Zo, Zl .....
Zn = y} in X of length dx(x, y) and we obtain
dT(c~(x), dp(y)) <_ dT((b(x = z0), r +.
-. + dT((b(zn-1), (b(Zn = y)) <_ a . dx(x, y).
(Q2): Case 1.: r # VT Let Vl and v2 be two vertices in c#(VX) with dw(vl, v2) = 2 and let w be the vertex in VT\dp(VX) which is adjacent to vl and v2. Then diamx r (vl) + diamx r (v2) + dx(r -1 (vl), r (v2)) _< diamx r (Vl) + diamx r (v2) + diamx Reg(w).
By Lemma 7 and Lemma 9 the latter sum does not depend on the choice of the vertices Vl and v2. Thus it is a constant which we denote by 2/~. For two vertices x and y in VX and a path 
V2k = alp(y))
of length dT ((b(x) , ~b(y)) = 2k such that v2i ~ (a(VX) for0 < i < k we have
dx (q~-I (V2i), ~b -I (132(i+1)))) < k. 2/~ =/~. dT(4~(x), ~b(y)).
Let 7z(v) and 7z(w) be any vertices in 7z(VT). Then
dx(7~(v), 7~(w)) <_ #. d'r(4)~O(13), 4~Tz(w)).
Since dT(~bO(v), 13) < 1 for all v c VT f~ . d'r(q57z(v), ~bap(w)) <_ f~ . (dr(v, w) + 2).
If 7z (13) 
max {di amx ~b -t (t (e)), diamx qS-1 (t (e * )) } for any e E E we obtain dx(~(b(x), x) <_ c for all vertices x in VX. []
Since we did not use the assumption diamx Reg(13) < ~ in verifying Axiom (Q1) we have proved the following lemma.
Lemma 13. For a structure tree T there exists a constant a such that d.r(fb(x), dp(y)) < a . ds(x, y) for all vertices x and y in VX.
Lemma 14. If ck 1(o) is non-empty for some vertex 13 of a structure tree T = T(E) of a graph X, then Reg(13) hasfinite diameter if and only if dp -1 (v) hasflnite diameter.
Proof Since ~-1 (1)) is a subset of Reg(v) we need only prove that diamx Reg(v) is finite if 4,-l(v) has finite diameter. By the definition of a structure tree set the stabilizer Aut o l(v)(X ) of the set q~-l(v) has at most two orbits O1 and 02 on N(v)*. For every cut e in Ot the set {dx(x, ~b-l(v)) ] x ~ IOe} has a maximal element. The same holds for the orbit O2. The larger of these two maxima is the maximal distance between a vertex in Reg(v) and a vertex in 4~ -1 (v). Since ~p-l(v) has finite diameter the same must hold for Reg (v) .
The following example shows that for a connected graph and its structure tree to be quasi-isometric, it is not enough to have finite diameters of the <p-pre-images.
Example 2. For the two-sided infinite line L with VL = {x~ [ k c Z} the set
= {/xkl,/xk/* Z}
is a structure set. The corresponding structure tree T looks like a star with one vertex v of infinite degree and infinitely many vertices of degree one. The ~b-pre-images of the vertices with degree one consist of one vertex whereas ~b -1 (v) is empty. All these pre-images have finite diameter but Reg(v) equals VL, and therefore it has infinite diameter. Thus L and T are not quasi-isometric to each other.
Uniform ramification
For locally finite graphs X the following properties are equivalent: (a) VX is infinite, (b) X has infinite diameter and (c) X contains a ray of infinite diameter.
In the non-locally-finite case we have A graph has uniform ramification if it is connected, has infinite diameter and does not contain a star ball. A ray that does not contain infinite subsets of finite diameter is called metric ray.
Example 3. The star T in Example 2 is an infinite graph with finite diameter.
Let {Pn] n c N, diam Pn = n} be a set of disjoint paths. We join together the initial vertices of these paths and obtain a graph X with a vertex x of infinite degree. The diameter of X is infinite. There does not exist any ray but any ball with centre x is a star ball. See Figure 2 . This example can also be found in [9] , Example 1.
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Figure 2
The following lemma, which is a slightly modified version of Lemma I in [9] , characterizes graphs with infinite diameter. A stronger version of his Lemma will be Lemma 18. In [7] HALIN characterizes rayless graphs in a similar way but without taking their metric into consideration.
Lemma 15. The diameter of a non-locally-finite graph is infinite if and only if it contains a metric ray or a star ball.
Lemma 16. Every ball B which contains some star ball S is a star ball.
Proof Let S be the ball Bx (z, r). In [,_J eo(S) there is a sequence (Xn)n>r of vertices such that dx(xn, z) = n. Since only finitely many vertices of the sequence lie in B and for all other elements of the sequence there exist components in e0(B) which contain them, B must be a star ball, too.
[] Proof For some x0 in VX let C1 be a component of infinite diameter in (~({xo}).
By induction we now choose a sequence (Cn)ncr~ of components having infinite diameter such that , n) ) and Cn+l C Cn.
C~ ~ C(Bx(xo
The existence of such a sequence is a consequence of Lemma 17. Let x1 be an arbitrary vertex in the inner vertex-boundary IOC1. Since C1 is connected we can find a path from xl to some vertex x2 in IOC2 that does not leave C1\C2. By induction we obtain a sequence of paths whose union is a metric ray.
Almost transitive graphs
Usually almost transitive graphs are defined as graphs with only finitely many orbits of vertices under the action of the automorphism group. Our definition is based on the natural metric on a graph. It is equivalent to the definition above in the locally finite case but includes a bigger class of graphs in the non-locally-finite case. Proof We assume that there is a star ball Bx(z, n). Let r be a number such that Bx(z, r) is a covering ball. In eo(Bx(z, n)) there is a component C containing a vertex ~ whose distance to Bx(z, n) is greater then 2n + r. Let y denote a vertex of the z-orbit such that ~ is an element of the covering ball Bx(y, r). Bx(y, n) is again a star ball which is now contained in C. Since C* is connected it is completely contained in one of the components of Bx(y, n)*. All other components of Bx(y, n)* are contained in C. Thus Bx(y, n) cannot be a star ball.
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The general O-criterion
The arguments in the proof of the following lemma are similar to those of Theorem 6 in [9] .
Lemma 21. Let X be a graph which is quasi-isometric to a structure tree T by the vertex structure mapping dp and let co be an end in f2X.
If co contains a ray with infinite diameter then d~(co) ~ ~2T. 2. If 09 contains a vertex then ~(co) E VT.
Proof Ifx and y are adjacent vertices in X then q~(x) and q~(y) have at most distance a in T, where a is the constant in Axiom (Q1) of the definition of quasiisometry. By connecting the 4~-images of adjacent vertices of a ray L1 of infinite diameter in o9 by geodesic paths whose lengths are at most the constant a we obtain a path P in T. By Lemma 12 its diameter is infinite. Again by Lemma 12 all drballs in P, as a subgraph of T, contain at most finitely many ~b-images of vertices in L1. Since we have constructed P only with paths of length at most a, the subgraph P of T must be locally finite. By Lemma 15, P must contain some ray L2. The end of L2 has to be the qb-image of o9. By Corollary 1 there is no infinite decreasing sequence of cuts in a structure cut set with nonempty intersection. Thus an end containing a vertex in X cannot be mapped by qb to an end of T.
[ For the following observations it will not be necessary to distinguish between thick and thin ends in g20X and f21X. 
X is quasi-isometric to T by the vertex structure mapping (o. 2. X is uniformly ramifying and has property (P1).
X is uniformly ramifying and has property (P2).
X is almost transitive and has property (PI).
X is almost transitive and has property (P2).
Proof. The implications (3) =:> (2) and (5) :=> (4) are trivial. Lemma 20 implies (4) =:> (2) and (5) =:> (3). We will now prove (1) => (5) and (2) =:> (1).
(1) :=> (5): If X is quasi-isometric to T then, by Lemma 21, there cannot exist a mixed end in FaX. Thick proper ends cannot be mapped to fiat under 9 since thick ends cannot be described by a sequence of n-cuts. By Lemma 21 they also cannot be mapped to VT and therefore | = 0. Another consequence of Lemma 21 is q~(fl0) C VT. The only remaining ends with rays of infinite diameter are the thin proper ends. By Lemma 4 9 is bijective on qb-l(faT). Thus we have ~(A2X) = faT. Now it is also clear that O-I(VT) equals Fa0X.
By Lemma 19 X is almost transitive. (2) => (1): Assuming that q~-I(VT) = fa0X we want to prove that a graph with uniform ramification is quasi-isometric under the vertex structure mapping 4> to a structure tree T = T(E).
We suppose that there exists a vertex v in VT having a region Reg(v) of infinite diameter. The stabilizer AutO' (X) of v lets the set of neighbours of v invariant. The group L-l(Autlv ' (X)) of the corresponding automorphisms in Aut(X) acts on N* (v) = {e E E I o(e) = v} with at most two orbits O1 and O2, where L is the function defined in Section 5. For some cut e ~ O1 we now choose a finite and connected subgraph W1 of X with VWI C e so that W1 connects all pairs of vertices in lOe by paths of minimal length that do not leave e. Note that these paths are not necessarily geodesic in X. We define
where Aute(X) is the stabilizer of e in the group Aut(X). 1~1 has finite diameter, because the distance of every vertex in WI to 0e is at most diamx WI. For every f 6 O1 we now replace the restriction of X to f by an automorphic image of W1.
With the possibly existing orbit 02 we proceed analogously. Thereby we obtain a connected subgraph 2 of X. We set Oi = {Vg~Vi I g c t-l(Aut~'(X))} i -----1,2 and 6 : (~1 t J 62 .
Let x and y be two vertices in Reg(v) and P(x, y) a dx-geodesic path connecting them. All parts of maximal length in P(x, y) that are completely contained in one of the orbits Ot and O2 can be replaced by a path in an element of 6 of the same length. Thus we have dye(x, y) = dx (x, y) for all pairs of vertices x and y in Reg(v). The automorphism group Aut()~) generates not more than two orbits on O. In order to prove the existence of a ray with infinite diameter, we now proceed analogously to the proof of Lemma 20. Assuming that there is no ray with infinite diameter in X, by Lemma 15, there must exist some star ball S = Bf<(z, r). By Lemma 16, S can be chosen so that it contains an element of both Ol and 62. There is no radius ri such that all sets in 6 which are contained in components of e0(S) are subsets of B2(z, rl), because then, by Lemma 16, Bx(z, rl) would be a star ball in X, which would be a contradiction to the uniform ramification of X.
Let tb E 6 be a set of vertices which is contained in a component C in e0(S) such that its distance to S is at least 2r. Since S contains an element of both orbits O1 and 02 there must exist an automorphism g ~ Aut(X) such that g(~b) is contained in S. Now g-1 (S) is completely contained in C. V2\C is connected and therefore part of a component in C(g -1 (S)). But this is impossible, because then VX\g -1(S) would have one component of infinite diameter, all other components would be contained in C and g-l(S) would not be a star ball in X.
Thus, by Lemma 20, there exists a ray L with infinite diameter in X. Since dx(x, y) = dx(x, y) for all vertices x and y in Reg(v), the ray L also has infinite diameter in X. The ray L has finite intersection with every cut in N(v)*, because the intersection of these cuts with V2 is finite. Hence the qb-image of the end of L must be v. This is a contradiction to the condition qb -1 (VT) = f2oX.
We have now proved that, assuming dP-l(VT) = f2oX, there is no vertex in VT whose region has infinite diameter. So, by Theorem 3, the graph X is quasiisometric to its structure tree T.
Another criterion for quasi-isometry
The stabilizer Aut~o(X) of an end co in f2X is the group of automorphisms in Aut(X) that map rays and vertices in o9 onto rays and vertices in o9.
The following theorem was proved by M611er for locally finite graphs with infinitely many ends where the stabilizer Aut~o(X) acts transitively, see [1 1], Theorem 1.
Theorem 5. Let X be a connected graph with a structure tree T = T(E). If there
is an end o9 c f2X such that the stabilizer Autoj(X) acts almost transitively on X, then X is quasi-isometric to T by the vertex structure mapping cp.
B. Kr6n
Proof If Auto(X) acts almost transitively on X, then also Aut~r (X) must act almost transitively on T. Thus qS(w) must be an end in f2T.
First we prove that all q~-pre-images of vertices in VT have finite diameter. If there is a constant no such that any two vertices in VX with dx-distance at least no have a different 4~-image, then diamx 4~-1(v) < no for all vertices v 9 VT. This is equivalent to the condition that for all pairs of vertices in VX with dx-distance at least no there exists a cut in E which separates them. Let f 9 ET be a cut containing co and let Bx(xo, ro) be a covering ball of X with respect to Auto(X).
We define Mf = {x 9 f* I dx(f,x) < 4ro}.
Mf has finite diameter. Let y be a vertex in Mf with dx(f, y) = 2ro. The ball Bx(y, ro) contains a vertex Yo of the xo-orbit with respect to Auto(X). As Bx (Yo, ro) is also a subset of M f, we have Bx(yo, ro) C Bx(y, 2ro) C Mr" we define no = 2 diamx Mf and choose two arbitrary vertices xl and x2 with distance larger then no. Since U Aut~o(X)Mf is the whole set of vertices VX, there is a cut el containing w for which Xl 9 Me1. If x2 is an element of el there is nothing more to prove because then el is the desired cut which separates Xl and x2.
* Let e2 be a cut that contains co such that So we suppose that x2 is an element of e I . The q~-pre-image of any vertex v0 in U(v) is non-empty and has finite diameter.
Thus it is contained in some covering ball B with respect to Auto(X). Let M0 be the set of all ~b-pre-images of vertices in VT which have a non-empty intersection with B. The diameter of M0 is finite. By Lemma 13 this also holds for q~(M0). Let n be the smallest index such that no vertex in lies in 4'(M0). We define [] Example 5.
1. For a semi-regular tree T there is a unique structure tree set. The corresponding structure tree is isomorphic to T. 2. Let T again be be a semi-regular tree. By adding a graph Y of finite diameter to each vertex in one of the classes of the bipartition of T, such that this vertex is identified with any vertex in VY, we obtain a graph X which is quasi-isometric to T. 3. Let X be the Cayley graph of the free product Z.Z2=
(a,b, c lbc = cb) with generating set {a • b • c +1 }. This graph is 6-regular and transitive. By removing edges that correspond to the generating elements a +1 we obtain pairs of structure cuts. The structure tree T is regular of countably infinite degree, q~ maps thick ends to vertices and thin ends to thin ends. T and X are not quasi-isometric. Taking {a +1 } U Z 2 as a generating system we obtain the Cayley graph X. The ends in the copies of Z 2 now are thick point ends. Again removing the edges that correspond to the generating elements a +1 we obtain a structure tree which is isomorphic to T. ~" and T are quasi-isometric, because qb maps only point ends onto vertices in VT.
In [14] TROFIMOV gave an example of a graph whose automorphism group fixes an end and acts transitively on the set of vertices.
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